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Abstract

Valuated Butler groups of finite rank are investigated. The valuatedB2-groups are both epic images and
pure subgroups of completely decomposable valuated groups of finite rank (Theorem3.1). However,
there are fundamental changes in the theory of Butler groups when valuations are involved. We introduce
valuatedB1-groups and show that they are valuatedB2-groups. Surprisingly, valuatedB2-groups of
rank greater than 1 need not be valuatedB1-groups, unless they carry a special kind valuation, see
Theorem7.1. Theorem6.5gives a full characterization of valuatedB1-groups of finite rank, generalizing
Bican’s characterization of Butler groups.
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1. Introduction

Butler groups as well as valuated groups are topics in the center of interest in abelian
group theory. In this note, we wish to combine the two theories and initiate a general
study of valuated Butler groups in the finite rank case.

A most important class of abelian groups, the so-called Butler groups, possesses
several remarkable properties which have been investigated by a number of authors,
see Arnold [1]. Finite rank Butler groups have been studied also by concentrating
on free essential subgroups, furnished with the height valuation. Furthermore, in the
classification of an important class of mixed abelian groups (called Warfield groups),
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free abelian groups with ordinal valuation turned out to be crucial tools. Valuated free
abelian groups have been studied by several authors (see, for example, [2, 3, 8]).

Our setting is more general: rather than free abelian groups we deal with genuine
Butler groups equipped with valuations of ordinal values for every primep; their
theory cannot be reduced to the study of valuated free groups, because the valuations
for the whole group cannot be recaptured from a subgroup. In this note, we restrict
ourselves to groups of finite rank. Consequently, we will tacitly assume throughout
that all torsion-free groups in this note are of finite rank.

Recall that a finite rank torsion-free groupB is called aButler groupif it satisfies
one of the following equivalent conditions:

(1) (Butler [6]) B is a pure subgroup of a completely decomposable group (by a
completely decomposable group is meant a direct sum of torsion-free groups, each
isomorphic to some subgroup of the rational groupQ);
(2) (Butler [6]) B is a surjective image of a finite rank completely decomposable

group;
(3) (Bican [4]) The set5 of prime numbers has a partition5 = 51 ∪ · · · ∪5k such

that, for eachj , the tensor productB ⊗ Z5 j (the localization ofB at the set5 j of
primes) is a completely decomposable group;
(4) (Bican and Salce [5]) Balanced extensions of torsion groups byB are splitting,

that is, Bext1.B; T/ = 0 for all torsion groupsT (G is a balanced extension ofT by B
if the subgroups ofQ have the projective property with respect to the exact sequence
0 → T → G → B → 0).

Each of these properties are meaningful if the groups are furnished with a valuation.
But are they still equivalent? This is the question which we want to answer in this
note.

Our results will show that these four conditions are no longer equivalent in the set-
ting of valuated groups, but partial equivalences and some implications are still valid.
Theorem3.1asserts that (1) and (2) are equivalent for valuated Butler groups, that is,
the classical equivalence theorem by Butler [6] carries over to the valuated situation
(just as in the case of free valuated groups); we call these groupsvaluatedB2-groups.
It is more challenging to verify the equivalence of (3) and (4) in the valuated case
(Theorem6.5) ((3) and (4) have not been considered as yet for free valuated groups);
these groups will be calledvaluatedB1-groups— this terminology is in accordance
with the standard terminology in the theory of Butler groups. It turns out that (3)
[or (4)] implies (1) [and (2)], as is shown by Theorem6.1. Somewhat surprisingly,
the converse implication fails in general (see Examples2 and3). However, Butler
groups equipped with the height valuation, and more generally, valuatedB2-groups
with gap-free valuation, are still valuatedB1-groups (compare Corollary7.2). In The-
orem7.1we establish a necessary and sufficient condition for a valuatedB2-group to
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be a valuatedB1-group.
While our discussion of valuatedB2-groups makes use of methods already estab-

lished in the theory of valuated groups, the study of valuatedB1-groups requires a new
approach. The key seems to be the localization process; in fact, our results are based
on a careful investigation of the local behavior of valuatedB1-groups. It will be clear
that the fundamental difference between valuatedB1- andB2-groups lies in the local
case: the former groups ought to be completely decomposable, but not the latter ones
(Examples2 and3).

2. Preliminaries

We recall the definition of valuated groups. For a prime numberp, by the p-
valuationvp of an abelian groupG is meant a function fromG to the class of ordinals
with the symbol∞ adjoined (which is regarded to be larger than any ordinal) such
that, for alla; b ∈ G,

(i) vp.a/ = ∞ if a = 0;
(ii) vp.pa/ ≥ vp.a/, where strict inequality holds unlessvp.a/ = ∞;
(iii) vp.na/ = vp.a/ whenever the integern is relatively prime top;
(iv) vp.a + b/ ≥ min.vp.a/; vp.b//.

The valuationv of the groupG is a collection ofp-valuationsvp of G, one for
each primep. Thusv.a/ for a ∈ G is the sequencevp.a/ of p-values ofa for
p = 2; 3; 5; : : : .

The p-value of an elementa cannot be smaller than itsp-height: vp.a/ ≥ hp.a/,
wherehp denotes thep-height. Thus, ifa ∈ G is an element of orderpk (a prime
power), then for all primesq 6= p necessarilyvq.a/ = hq.a/ = ∞. Also, if a belongs
to a p-divisible subgroup ofG, thenvp.a/ = hp.a/ = ∞.

In order to get more precise information about an elementa of a valuated groupG,
one also needs to know the valuesv.na/ for each integern > 0. These values are
known if we are givenvp.pj a/ for each primep and for each non-negative integerj .
Therefore we consider thevalue-matrixV.a/ of a ∈ G which encodes all the needed
value information abouta. V.a/ is an! × ! matrix whosei; j -entry is vp.pj a/
where p is the i th prime. It is easy to see that every! × !-matrix with ordinal
entries (∞ symbols are also admitted) is a value-matrix of some element in a suitable
valuated group provided that the rows are strictly increasing (except when∞ is
reached). Value-matrices can be partially ordered pointwise.

A morphism� between two valuated groupsG → G′ is a group homomorphism
that does not decrease values:vp.a/ ≤ vp.�a/ for all a ∈ G and primesp. Valuated
groups with these morphisms form a categoryV .
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Two valuated groupsA; B are calledisometricif there is a value-preserving iso-
morphism between them; we then writeA ≈ B (and preserve the sign∼= for pure
group isomorphism). For example, two valuated free groups of rank 1 are isometric
if and only if they can be generated by elements with the same value-matrix.

If A is a subgroup of a valuated groupG, then it is understood that the valuation
in A is the induced valuation fromG, unless stated otherwise.

We assume familiarity with the basic notions in the theory of valuated groups,
in particular, with the valuation of direct sums and of factor groups. By anexact
sequence

0 → A
Þ→ B

þ→ C → 0

of valuated groups is meant an ordinary exact sequence such thatÞ is a kernel andþ
is a cokernel map, that is,Þ is an isometry betweenA and ImÞ, andþ induces an
isometry betweenB= ImÞ andC.

It should be emphasized that the categoryV of valuated groups is not abelian, it is
only pre-abelianin the sense that it is an additive category with kernels and cokernels.
We shall use the fact, as pointed out by Richman and Walker in [9], that in such a
category, and hence inV , both pull-backs and push-outs exist, enjoying the usual
universal properties.

We refer to Arnold [1] for results on finite rank Butler groups (without valuation);
the basic facts will be used without explicit reference.

3. Valuated B2-groups

By a completely decomposable valuated groupis meant a groupF that is a direct
sum of valuated torsion-free groups of rank 1. In the finite rank case, we have
F ≈ F1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fn such that eachFi is a rank 1 torsion-free valuated group and, for
each primep, vp.x1 + · · · + xn/ = mini vp.xi / for xi ∈ Fi .

Let B be a finite rank torsion-free group which carries a valuationv. We call it a
valuatedB2-group if there is a finite rank completely decomposable valuated group
F = F1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fn (eachFi is a valuated rank 1 torsion-free group) such thatB is
isometric to the valuated factor groupF=H for some pure subgroupH of F . Thus if
� : F → B is the canonical map, then the elementsai = �xi , .xi ∈ Fi /, generateB
and valuation is given byv.a/ = sup mini v.xi /, where the sup is taken for all possible
representations ofa ∈ B asa = ∑

ai , ai ∈ �Fi . Evidently, B = ∑
�Fi which is

a valuated generation, that is, the valuation onB is induced by the valuations on the
�Fi in the indicated way. From the definition of valuation in the image we can derive
at once the formula

B.p; Þ/ =
∑

�Fi .p; Þ/
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for each ordinalÞ, where we have used the notationB.p; Þ/ = {b ∈ B | vp.b/ ≥ Þ}:
The class of valuatedB2-groups is evidently closed under epimorphisms. That it is

also closed under the formation of pure subgroups will follow from the next theorem.

THEOREM 3.1. For a finite rank valuated torsion-free groupA the following are
equivalent:

(i) A is an epic image of a completely decomposable valuated torsion-free group
of finite rank;

(ii) A is isometric to a pure subgroup of a completely decomposable valuated
torsion-free group of finite rank.

PROOF. (i) ⇒ (ii) Let A = ∑n
i =1 Bi with n > 1 be a sum of rank 1 valuated

torsion-free pure subgroupsBi such thatn is minimal for A. Define Xi = A=Bi ,
i = 1; : : : ; n, and consider the injection� : A → X1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xn induced by the
canonical valuated mapsA → Xi . TheXi are valuated torsion-free groups of smaller
rank with property (i), so if we show that this� is value-preserving, then by induction
we are done with the implication (i)⇒ (ii).

Assume to the contrary that there exist a primep and an elementa ∈ A such that
vp.a/ = Þ, butvp.a + B1; : : : ; a + Bn/ > Þ, that is,vp.a + Bi / > Þ for everyi . Pick
bi ∈ Bi such thatvp.a − bi / > Þ. The last inequality means that there areci j ∈ Bj

with vp.ci j / > Þ satisfyinga − bi = ∑n
j =1 ci j . Clearly, vp.bi / = Þ, so there are

integersri j ; si j such thatp | ri j ; p - si j andsi j ci j = ri j bj for all i; j . By modifying ri j

if necessary, we may without loss of generality assume thatsi j = s is the same for all
i; j . This leads to the equations

sa =
n∑

j =1

.Ži j s + ri j /bj ; i = 1; : : : ; n;

where det‖Ži j s+ ri j ‖ ≡ sn .mod p/ with gcd.s; p/ = 1. Hence Cramer’s rule yields
that eachbj is linearly dependent ona, that is,A is of rank 1, a contradiction ton > 1.
Repeating the above arguments with height valuation instead of the given valuationv

(as is done in the theory of Butler groups), we get that the image of� is pure in
X1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xn.

(ii) ⇒ (i) AssumeA is a pure subgroup of the completely decomposable group
C = C1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Cn, where the componentsCi are valuated torsion-free groups of
rank 1. The theory of Butler groups tells us that ifB1; : : : ; Bk are the pure subgroups
of A with minimal supports in the direct sum, then they are of rank 1 and the canonical
map : B = B1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Bk → A is surjective. Thus it remains to check that the
induced valuation onB=Ker coincides with the valuation inA.

Fix a prime p, and leta ∈ A with vp.a/ = Þ. We show thata has a preimage
under with p-valueÞ. If a belongs to someBj , then this is obvious. Otherwise,
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there is abj ∈ Bj for some j such that suppbj ⊂ suppa. Write a = x1 + · · · + xm,
bj = y1 +· · ·+ y`, ` < m, with xi ; yi ∈ Ci . As Bj is pure inA, bj ∈ Bj can be chosen
so as to havevp.xi / ≤ vp.yi / for all i with yi 6= 0, but for at least one index, sayi0,
we haveyi0 = xi0. Thena − bj ∈ A has a smaller support thana, so inducting on the
size of the support, we argue thatB contains an elementb′ such that .b′/ = a − bj

andvp.b′/ = vp.a − bj /. By construction,vp.a − bj / ≥ Þ andvp.bj / ≥ Þ, therefore

vp.b
′ + bj / ≥ min{vp.b

′/; vp.bj /} = min.vp.a − bj /; vp.bj / ≥ Þ = vp.a/:

Since .b′ + bj / = a, the reverse inequality is obvious, and our claim follows.

The next example exhibits a finitely generated valuated group which is not a valuated
B2-group.

EXAMPLE 1. We define a valuated free groupF of rank two as follows. As a
group, we setF = 〈a〉 ⊕ 〈b〉. LetÞ0 = 0; Þ1; Þ2; : : : ; Þn; : : : be a strictly increasing
sequence of ordinals — these will be thep-values of elements inF . The p-valuation
vp in F is given in terms of a transcendentalp-adic unit³ whosenth partial sum will
be denoted by³n. For non-negative integersk andn, set

vp.p
ka/ = Þk; vp.p

kb/ = Þk; vp.p
k.a + ³nb// = Þk+n:

Furthermore, letvq.x/ = ∞ for all primesq 6= p and allx ∈ F . It is straightforward
to see that in this way every element ofF will have a well-defined value.F cannot
be embedded in a valuated free group as required by Theorem3.1.

4. Balanced subgroups

Let A be a subgroup of the groupG such thatG=A is torsion-free of rank 1, and
suppose thatG is equipped with a valuationv. We will say thatA is a (valuated)
balancedsubgroup inG if there exist a valuated torsion-free groupX of rank 1 and
an isometry� : A ⊕ X → G with � | A = 1A. In this case, every coset moduloA in
G contains an element of maximal value-matrix.

If A is pure and not of corank one inG, then A is defined to be balanced inG if
it is balanced in every pure subgroupC of G that containsA such that rank ofC=A
is 1. It is easily checked that balancedness is a transitive property.

An exact sequence 0→ A
Þ−→ B

þ−→ C → 0 of valuated groups is said to be
balanced-exactif C is torsion-free and ImÞ is a balanced subgroup inB.

It is clear from the definition that a balanced-exact sequence of torsion-free valuated
groups is a balanced-exact sequence of ordinary groups (if we ignore the valuations).

Standard proofs apply to verify the following two lemmas.
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LEMMA 4.1. Let 0 → A → B
Þ−→ C → 0 be a valuated balanced-exact sequence

whereC is torsion-free. Given aV -map : C′ → C, there is a pull-back diagram
with balanced-exact top row:

0 −−−−→ A −−−−→ B′ þ−−−−→ C′ −−−−→ 0
∥∥∥

y�
y

0 −−−−→ A −−−−→ B
Þ−−−−→ C −−−−→ 0:

If  induces an isometry betweenC′=Ker andC, then� induces an isometry between
B′=Ker� and B.

A sort of dual to this lemma is the following result (we state it for the sake of
completeness, though we will not need it).

LEMMA 4.2. Let 0 → A → B
−→ C → 0 be a valuated balanced-exact sequence

whereC is torsion-free. For aV -mapÞ : A → A′, there is a push-out diagram with
balanced-exact bottom row:

0 −−−−→ A −−−−→ B
−−−−→ C −−−−→ 0

yÞ
yþ

∥∥∥

0 −−−−→ A′ −−−−→ B′ Ž−−−−→ C −−−−→ 0:

If Þ is an isometry ofA with Im Þ, thenþ is an isometry ofB with Imþ.

5. Valuated B1-groups

We now introduce the valuated analogue of what is called aB1-group in the theory
of Butler groups. (By the way, the results in this section are valid without restricting
the ranks of the groups.) The definition is as follows.

A valuated torsion-free groupB will be called avaluatedB1-groupif every valuated
balanced-exact sequence 0→ T → G → B → 0 of valuated groups is splitting
for every valuated torsion groupT . Equivalently, if B has the projective property
with respect to all valuated balanced-exact sequences of the mentioned type (that is,
valuated extensions of torsion groups by torsion-free groups).

In view of the definition of balancedness, it is evident that all valuated rank 1
torsion-free groups are valuatedB1-groups. The same holds of course for their direct
sums.

LEMMA 5.1. Completely decomposable valuated groups, as well as their summands
are valuatedB1-groups.
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More generally, we can prove the following result that offers a sufficient condition
for the B1-property (compare Theorem6.5).

If G is a valuated group, then itslocalizationat a primep is the groupGp = G⊗Zp

(whereZp denotes the localization of the ringZ at the primep), whose valuationw
is given as follows: for an elementa=r ∈ Gp (a ∈ G, r ∈ Z, gcd.r; p/ = 1) and a
primeq, wq.a=r / = vq.a/ or ∞ according asq = p or q 6= p. Gp is aq-divisible
group, so it has to carry the height-valuation for every primeq 6= p. We sayG is
p-local if it is identical with its own localization atp.

Similar definition of valuation applies if we localize at a set5′ of primes: the
p-values are preserved for primesp ∈ 5′, and are reset as∞ otherwise.

THEOREM 5.2. A torsion-free valuated groupB is a valuatedB1-group if there is
a partition5 = 51 ∪ · · · ∪ 5k of the set5 of prime numbers such that for eachj ,
j = 1; : : : ; k, the tensor productB ⊗ Z5 j is a completely decomposable valuated
group.

PROOF. Let 5 = 51 ∪ · · · ∪ 5k be a partition of primes such thatB ⊗ Z5h is
completely decomposable as a valuated group. If 0→ T → G → B → 0 is a
valuated balanced-exact sequence withT torsion, then, for everyj = 1; : : : ; k, the
sequence 0→ T ⊗ Z5 j → G ⊗ Z5 j → B ⊗ Z5 j → 0 is also balanced-exact (under
the induced valuations), so it splits. If� j : G ⊗ Z5 j → T ⊗Z5 j is a splitting map for
the inclusionT ⊗ Z5 j → G ⊗ Z5 j , then the composition

G →
k⊕

j =1

.G ⊗ Z5 j /
�−→

k⊕

j =1

.T ⊗ Z5 j / = T

is a valuated splitting map for the inclusionT → G, where� = �1 + · · · + �k.

We proceed with the discussion by comparing valuatedB1-groups toB1-groups.
Recall that aB1-group is defined as a (torsion-free) groupB satisfying

Bext1.B; T/ = 0

for all torsion groupsT , that is, all balanced extensions of torsion groups byB are
splitting.

LEMMA 5.3. A B1-group with its height valuation is a valuatedB1-group.

PROOF. SupposeB is a torsion-freeB1-group equipped with its height valuation,
andG is a valuated extension of a valuated torsion groupT by B. We have a direct sum
decompositionG = T⊕B′ as a group (that is, valuations are ignored for the time being)
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with B′ ∼= B. First, observe thatB′ as a subgroup ofG must carry the height-valuation,
because this is the minimalp-valuation. In order to see that this decomposition
is a valuated decomposition, we have to show thatvp.t; b′/ ≤ min.vp.t/; vp.b′//
for all t ∈ T , b′ ∈ B′ (the reverse inequality being obvious). As the canonical
homomorphismG → G=T maps.t; b′/ uponb ∈ B (the element corresponding to
b′ ∈ B′) and the valuation inG=T must agree with the valuation inB, we clearly
havevp.t; b′/ ≤ vp.b′/ for all t ∈ T; b′ ∈ B′. In casevp.t/ < vp.b′/ we must have
vp.t; b′/ = vp.t/, so alsovp.t; b′/ ≤ vp.t/. This completes the proof.

In view of Bican [4], the preceding lemma is a special case of our Theorem6.5
below. A sort of converse is our next result.

THEOREM5.4. Ignoring valuations, a valuatedB1-group is aB1-group.

PROOF. AssumeB is a valuatedB1-group andT is any torsion group. Every
extensionG of T by the groupB (so far no valuations) may be viewed as a valuated
extension. Indeed, furnishT with the trivial valuation:vp.a/ = ∞ for all primesp
and for alla ∈ T , keep the valuation ofB, and forg ∈ G definev.g/ = v.g + T/,
the latter value being computed inB. This wayG becomes a valuated extension
of T by B. Moreover, if the extensionG is a balanced one, then it is a valuated
balanced extension. Consequently, it splits. Hence, ignoring valuations,B is indeed
a B1-group.

6. Valuated B1-groups of finite rank

We now focus on finite rank valuatedB1-groups, and start with an improved
version of Theorem5.4. Though, as we shall see, the class of valuatedB2-groups
is not identical with the class of valuatedB1-groups; we have an implication in one
direction.

THEOREM6.1. A finite rank valuatedB1-group is a valuatedB2-group.

PROOF. By virtue of Theorem5.4, a valuatedB1-group is aB1-group. As is well
known from the theory of Butler groups,B1-groups areB2-groups.

In order to prove the valuated part of the claim, suppose by way of contradiction
that the valuatedB1-group B is a Butler group of finite rankr , but not a valuated
B2-group, that is, it requires infinitely many pure subgroup generators to obtain its
valuation,B = ∑

n<! Bn. Note that but finitely many of theBn may carry their height
valuation (since suchBn’s do not contribute anything to the valuation, it suffices to
keep only those needed to generateB as aB2-group). Observe that ifvp.b/ > hp.b/
for some elementb ∈ B, then alsovp.pkb/ > hp.pkb/ for all k > 0.
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Let A be an essential subgroup ofB, and select subgroups 06= Kn ⊆ A ∩ Bn for
n < ! such that there exist elements inBn \ Kn with higher than height-valuation
wheneverBn contains such elements. Let�n : Bn → Bn=Kn = Cn denote the
canonical map. Clearly,A can be chosen such thatB contains a maximal independent
setx1; : : : ; xr , none of which is contained inA; we may moreover assume without
loss of generality thatxj ∈ Bj , j = 1; : : : ; r .

SetT = ⊕
n<! Cn, a torsion group, and letB′ be a group∼= B. Let b′

n ∈ B′
n denote

the element corresponding tobn ∈ Bn under a fixed isomorphism betweenB andB′.
DefineG = T ⊕ B′ with the valuation induced by:

(1) T carries the height valuation;
(2) B′ carries its height valuation;
(3) v

(∑n
i =1 �i .bi /;

∑n
i =1 b′

i

) = v
(∑n

i =1 bi

)
for all bn ∈ Bn, n < !.

In this way,G becomes a valuated balanced-extension ofT by the valuatedB1-
group B. By hypothesis, this is a valuated splitting extension, so there exists a
subgroupB∗ in G isometric toB, such thatG = T ⊕ B∗ (valuated direct sum). Then
using∗ to denote elements inB∗ corresponding to those inB, note that changingb′

n

to b∗
n requires the addition of a torsion element, sayb∗

n = b′
n + tn with tn ∈ T , where

tn 6= 0 for all bn ∈ Bn \ Kn for which bn is not valuated by its height. But once
x∗

1 = b∗
1; : : : ; x∗

r = b∗
r have been fixed, allb∗

n are fixed by linear dependence relations.
Since we have infinitely many groupsCj , we can choose an indexj such that none of
t1; : : : ; tr has a coordinate inCj . Then the linear combinationsbj = ∑r

i =1 mi xi and
b∗

j = ∑r
i =1 mi x∗

i , mi ∈ Z, are contradictory, since they would implyt j = ∑r
i =1 mi ti ,

which is clearly impossible, becauset j must have a non-zero coordinate inCj . Hence
B is indeed a valuatedB2-group.

Now that we know that finite rank valuatedB1-groups are valuatedB2-groups, our
task is to single out those valuatedB2-groups that are also valuatedB1-groups.

We start withp-local valuated groups.
Before entering into the discussion of thep-local case, we recall from the theory

of Butler groups that ifB is a Butler group, then its localizationBp at any primep is
a completely decomposable group: it is a direct sum of copies ofZp andQ. Thus we
can writeBp = A ⊕ D whereA is a freeZp-module andD is a divisible group. It
should be emphasized that this is a valuated direct sum, sinceD is trivially valuated,
sovq.a; d/ = vq.a/ for all a ∈ A, d ∈ D and all primesq.

Central to our discussion is the fact stated in the following theorem.

THEOREM 6.2. A finite rank p-local valuated groupA is a valuatedB1-group if
and only if it is a completely decomposable valuated group.

PROOF. Sufficiency is included in Lemma5.1. To prove necessity, assume thatA
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is a valuatedB1-group. We know from Theorem6.1that it is a valuatedB2-group, so
we can writeA = ∑n

i =1 Bi with rank 1 valuated pure groupsBi . As A is p-local, each
Bi is isomorphic either toZp or toQ.

Let B1; : : : ; Bk denote thoseBi ’s whosep-valuation is not the height valuation,
and Bk+1; : : : ; Bn those which carry the heightp-valuation (of course, the generator
subgroupsBi isomorphic toQ are in the second set). Without loss of generality we
may assume that none ofB1; : : : ; Bk can be omitted (that is, each of these contribute
something to the valuation ofA), and none ofBk+1; : : : ; Bn can be omitted. It is
important to keep in mind that the pure subgroupsBi carry the same valuation as the
one given inA.

Choose the integerm such that each ofB1; : : : ; Bk has elements not contained in
pm A whose p-valuations exceed theirp-heights (in particular, all the elements of(∑n

i =1 Bi

) ∩ pm A have valuations exceeding their heights). DefineTj , j = 1; : : : ; k
to be a cyclicp-group isomorphic toBj =.Bj ∩ pm A/ with  j : Bj → Tj as a fixed
surjective map, and setT = T1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Tk. Define the valuated groupA′ to have the
same underlying group asA, but its valuation is induced byB′

1; : : : ; B′
k; Bk+1; : : : ; Bn,

whereB′
j is isomorphic toBj , with no change in the valuations of elements inpm A,

but for elements not inpm A the p-valuation is just the height valuation. Define
G = T ⊕ A′ (pure group-theoretically), and furnish it with the valuation induced
by:

(a) the height valuation ofT ;
(b) the indicated valuation ofA′;
(c) vp

(∑n
i =1 i .bi /;

∑n
i =1 b′

i

) = vp

(∑n
i =1 bi

)
for all b′

j ∈ B′
j , j ≤ n,

wherebj ∈ Bj and b′
j ∈ B′

j denote corresponding elements under a fixed group
isomorphismA ∼= A′. It is readily checked thatG is a valuated balanced-extension
of T by A. As A was supposed to be a valuatedB1-group, there exists a valuated
complementA∗ ≈ A to T in G, G = T ⊕ A∗ (valuated direct sum). Evidently,
A∗ = ∑n

i =1 B∗
i with B∗

i ≈ Bi for eachi , and none of theB∗
i can be omitted. There is a

group isomorphism¦i : B′
i → B∗

i (the restriction ofA′ → A) such that corresponding
elements are mapped upon the same element ofBi by the canonical mapG → A.
For j = 1; : : : ; k we write¦ j .b′

j / − b′
j =  j .bj / + t j , wheret j is a torsion element

such thathp.t j / ≥ vp.¦ j .b′
j // = vp.bj / > hp. j .bj //; the last inequality holds

wheneverbj is not height-valued (comparep-values, taking (c) into consideration).
By way of contradiction, suppose there is a dependence relation betweenB′

1; : : : ; B′
k,

say
∑k

j =1 b′
j = 0, whereb′

j ∈ B′
j . We may assume that alsobj =∈ pm A andvp.bj / >

hp.bj / for all j , since if necessary we can increasem. Then t j 6= 0, and also∑k
j =1 ¦ j .b′

j / = 0, whence
k∑

j =1

 j .bj / = −
k∑

j =1

t j
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follows. Here the terms on the left are independent and carry their height valuations, so
thep-value on the left is the minimum of thep-heights of the j .bj /, which is certainly
less than anyvp.t j /. We reached a contradiction. Consequently,C = B1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Bk

must be a valuated direct sum.
Any subgroup with height valuation ought to be independent ofC, because every

non-zero element ofpmC has valuation higher than its height. Thus, if we set
C∗ = Bk+1+· · ·+ Bn, then we have a valuated direct sum decompositionA = C⊕C∗.
Here the reduced part ofC∗ is a freeZp-module with height valuation, soC∗ is a
completely decomposable valuated group. This completes the proof.

We wish to record a consequence of the last proof which will be needed later on.

COROLLARY 6.3. Let A = ∑n
i =1 Bi be a p-local valuatedB1-group with rank1

valuated pure subgroupsBi . There is a subset{B1; : : : ; B`} of the set{B1; : : : ; Bn} of
generator subgroups such thatA = B1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ B` is a valuated direct sum.

PROOF. It remains to show thatC∗ is a direct sum of some of theBi . But this
follows at once from Nakamaya’s lemma, noting thatZp is a local domain.

The next lemma will be most helpful in reducing the global case to the local one.

LEMMA 6.4. If B is a valuatedB1-group, then so is its localizationBp for every
prime p.

PROOF. In accordance with the above notation, we writeBp = A ⊕ D, whereA
is a freeZp-module andD is a divisible group. As a divisible group,D is a trivially
valuated completely decomposable group, soD is a valuatedB1-group. It remains to
show thatA is a valuatedB1-group. SinceA is aq-divisible B1-group for all primes
q 6= p, only the balanced extensions of valuatedp-groups byA need to be considered.

Let G be a valuated balanced extension of a valuatedp-groupT by Bp; the groupBp

is now assumed to be reduced (that is, has no divisible subgroups6= 0). Let¦ denote
the natural injectionB → Bp. This is aV -map, so we can form the valuated pull-back
diagram

0 −−−−→ T −−−−→ H −−−−→ B −−−−→ 0
∥∥∥

y²
y¦

0 −−−−→ T −−−−→ G
−−−−→ Bp −−−−→ 0:

By Lemma4.1, the top row is balanced-exact in the valuated sense, so in view of
the hypothesis onB it splits. Hence there is a valuated mapþ : B → G such that
þ = ¦ . Consider the exact sequence

Hom.Bp;G/ → Hom.B;G/ → Ext.Bp=B;G/
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of abelian groups. HereBp=B is a divisible torsion group whosep-component is 0,
while G is q-divisible for every primeq 6= p. Observing that every extension of aq-
divisible group by aq-group splits (see [7, page 223]), it follows that Ext.Bp=B;G/ =
0. Hence every group homomorphism fromB to G extends to one fromBp to G.
We conclude thatþ extends to a mapÞ : Bp → G which has to be a valuated map,
sinceþ was one (recall the definition of valuations in localizations). Thus ImÞ ≈ Bp.

Manifestly, T ∩ Im þ = 0 impliesT ∩ Im Þ = 0, thusG = T ⊕ Im Þ is a direct
sum. To see that this is a valuated direct sum, note that for thep-valuation this holds,
becauseþ and henceÞ preservesp-values, while forq-values (for primesq 6= p) this
is evident, since they are all∞.

It remains to characterize the valuatedB1-groups in the global case. This is our
main result for valuatedB1-groups.

THEOREM6.5. A valuated torsion-free groupB of finite rank is a valuatedB1-group
if and only if there exists a partition5 = 51 ∪ · · · ∪5k of the set5 of prime numbers
such that the tensor productB ⊗ Z5 j , j = 1; : : : ; k, is a completely decomposable
valuated group.

PROOF. Theorem5.2takes care of the proof of sufficiency.
Turning our attention to the proof of necessity, suppose thatB = ∑n

i =1 Bi is a
valuatedB1-group of rankr . From Lemma6.4 we know that the localizationsBp

of B at primesp are likewiseB1-groups, while Corollary6.3 shows thatBp is the
valuated direct sum of some of the localized generatorsBi ; of course, of exactlyr of
them. For every primep, choose anr -element subsetX of the set{B1; : : : ; Bn} of
the generating groups such that the localizationBp is the valuated direct sum of the
localizedBi in X, and define5X as the set of all primesp to which X is assigned.
Let51; : : : ;5k be the list of the non-empty sets5X. Clearly,5 = 51 ∪ · · · ∪5k is a
partition of the set5 of primes. From the theory of torsion-free groups we know that if
we consider, as we may, localizations as subgroups in the divisible hull, then we have
B = ⋂k

j =1.B ⊗Z5 j / (intersection in the divisible hull ofB). Since thep-valuation of
the elements ofB in B⊗Z5 j is either the same as inB or is∞ according to whetherp
belongs to the class of partition corresponding to5 j or not, this intersection yields
the correct valuations of the elements ofB (vp.a/ in the intersection is defined as
the infimum of thep-values ofa in the components). ThatB ⊗ Z5 j is a completely
decomposable valuated group is evident from the definition.

7. When valuatedB2-groups are valuatedB1-groups

Theorem6.1states that all valuatedB1-groups of finite rank are valuatedB2-groups.
We now exhibit two examples to show that the converse implication fails in general.
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(For those familiar with the theory of Butler groups of arbitrary cardinality, this fact
should be somewhat surprising, since the converse implication is expected to hold.)

Our examples arep-local valuatedB2-groups that fail to be valuatedB1-groups.
Both examples are given as epimorphic images of completely decomposable valuated
groups of finite rank.

EXAMPLE 2. We make the free groupF = 〈a〉 ⊕ 〈b〉 with basisa; b into a valuated
p-local group as follows (p is an arbitrary, but fixed prime). We assign the following
p-values topka, pkb, pk.a + b/, for k = 0; 1; : : : : 0; 2; 5; 6; 8; : : : ; 0; 3; 4; 6; 9; : : : ;
and 1; 2; 4; 7; 8; : : : , respectively (the increases are periodically 2; 3; 1; 3; 1; 2; and
1; 2; 3). This is a valuatedB2-group, but not a valuatedB1-group, since the subgroups
〈a〉, 〈b〉, 〈a + b〉 are dependent, andF is not a completely decomposable valuated
group (see Theorem6.2). This F is an epic image of the valuated free groupF ′ =
〈a〉 ⊕ 〈b〉 ⊕ 〈c〉 where the summands are valuated in the same way as the subgroups
〈a〉, 〈b〉, 〈a + b〉 are inF .

In the second example, the generating subgroups are almost isometric.

EXAMPLE 3. Let p be a prime andA the epic image of the direct sumB = 〈x〉 ⊕
〈y〉⊕ 〈z〉 modulo the pure subgroup〈x − y + z〉 where thep-values ofpkx, pk y, pkz,
for k = 0; 1; : : : , are 0; 3; 4; 6; 7; 8; : : : ; 0; 2; 5; 6; 7; 8; : : : ; and 1; 2; 4; 6; 7; 8; : : : ,
respectively (thus, for example,vp.pkx/ = k + 3 if k ≥ 3), while theq-values at
other primesq are∞. If x∗ andz∗ denote the images ofx andz in A, then it is easy
to verify thatx∗ andx (similarly, z∗ andz) have the same value-matrix. In order to
see thatA = 〈a〉 ⊕ 〈b〉 (valuated) is impossible for any choice ofa; b ∈ A, note first
that if this was a valuated decomposition, then one ofa; b hadp-value 1 and the other
hadp-value 0, sayvp.a/ = 1 andvp.b/ = 0. It can then be seen that, fork = 0; 1; 2,
vp.pka/ = vp.pkz/ and vp.pkb/ = vp.pkx/. Furthermore, ifx∗ = ka + `b and
z∗ = ma+ nb .k; `;m; n ∈ Z/, then we havep | k and gcd.p; `/ = 1 = gcd.p;m/.
This yields thatp2x∗ = p2z∗ = .k + m/p2a + .` + n/p2b has p-value 4. But the
elementp2x∗ + p2z∗ ∈ A is the image ofp2y ∈ B, so itsp-value has to be≥ 5.

It is an obvious question: under what conditions is a valuatedB2-group a valuated
B1-group? We answer this question satisfactorily in the next theorem (all groups are
of finite rank).

THEOREM7.1. A valuatedB2-group B of finite rank is a valuatedB1-group if and
only if all of its localizationsBp at primesp are completely decomposable valuated
groups.

PROOF. By virtue of Theorem6.5, the condition is necessary.
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To prove sufficiency, writeB = ∑n
i =1 Bi with rank 1 pure subgroupsBi . Observe

that the hypothesis implies that every localizationBp is a localB1-group. Hence from
Corollary 6.3 we deduce that for every primep, there is a subset of{B1; : : : ; Bn}
such thatBp is the valuated direct sum of the localizations atp of the groups in this
set. We now argue as in the proofs of Lemma6.4 and Theorem6.2 that there is
a partition of the set of primes as required by this theorem. Consequently,B is a
valuatedB1-group.

By making use of this criterion, we can generalize Lemma5.3to valuatedB2-groups
whose valuations aregap-freein the sense that

vp.pa/ = vp.a/+ 1

for all elementsa and all primesp provided thatvp.a/ 6= ∞.

COROLLARY 7.2. A valuatedB2-group of finite rank with gap-free valuation is a
valuatedB1-group.

PROOF. By Theorem7.1, it is enough to show that ap-local valuated Butler group
B with gap-free valuation is completely decomposable. As the divisible partD of
B is a completely decomposable summand with trivial valuation andF = B=D is a
finitely generated freeZp-module, we may restrict the proof to the caseB = F .

Thus assumeB = ∑n
i =1 Bi with Bi = Zpbi for somebi ∈ Bi . Here thebi are

of p-height 0; their valuesvp.bi / = Þi are assumed to satisfyÞ1 ≥ Þ2 ≥ · · · ≥ Þn.
Choose a maximal independent set{b1; : : : ; bj } of maximal valueÞ1, then extend
this set to a maximal independent set{b1; : : : ; bj ; : : : ; bh} with elements whosep-
values are maximal among the non-maximalÞi , and keep going. At the end of this
process we obtain an independent set{b1; : : : ; bj ; : : : ; bh; : : : ; bk} that generates the
free Zp-module B, since thebi generateB=pB (argue with Nakayama’s lemma),
so B = ⊕k

i =1 Zpbi . This is easily seen to be a valuated direct sum, due to the
construction and the gap-free hypothesis. ThusB is a completely decomposable
valuated group.

In view of this corollary, we can claim that for valuated torsion-free groups of
finite rank with gap-free valuation, conditions (1)–(4) listed in the introduction and
rephrased for the valuated case are equivalent.

It is natural to raise the question whether or not pure subgroups and epimorphic
images of finite rankB1-groups are again of the same kind. The answer is in the
negative: Example3 is a counterexample. Indeed, the groupA in this example is
an epic image of a completely decomposable valuatedp-local groupB, but it is not
completely decomposable, so by Theorem6.2 it is not a valuatedB1-group. By
Theorem3.1, the groupA is also a pure subgroup of a completely decomposable
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valuated group. Thus the class of valuatedB1-groups of finite rank is not closed either
under taking epic images or under pure subgroups (but it is obviously closed under
the formation of valuated direct summands).
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